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Earth Observation Value Chain
EARTH OBSERVATION ECOSYSTEM
Upstream
Definition

Space Infrastructure
Manufacturing of satellites, ground systems,
launchers, ground operations

Space
Segment
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Ground
Segment

Low-cost smaller and cheaper launch
systems
Cube-sat, Smallsat and Edge
Computing
On-Orbit AI and Edge Computing
Multi-constellation EO satellites
Hyperspectral Imaging for
unprecedented precisions
New satellite constellations Very
High-Resolution Imagery (VHR)

Space segment evolution

Midstream
Data Distribution– Data acquisition, processing,
archiving, distribution and Delivery
Data Marketplaces

Raw image
data
acquisition
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Downstream
Value-adding Services
Data processing, adaption to user’s need,
fusion with other data sources.
Aggregated data for decision-making

Data acquisition,
processing and
delivery

Advanced technologies to process and
analyze data and imagery
Integrated Internet of Things (IoT),
machine learning, computing, storage,
security, and managed database to
develop applications
Fully managed cloud services
Different datasets available – SAR,
Optical, Hyperspectral, Multi-spectral,
etc.
Emergence of interoperable and modern
AI- and IoT integrated platforms

Value-added Services
Providers
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Vertical specific earth observation
applications
Insightful and analysis-driven EOderived applications
Integration of RF (Radio Frequency)
data with satellite data

Knowledge-services evolution

Ground-segment evolution
Source: GeoBuiz 22: Global Geospatial Industry
Outlook report; Geospatial World

How is the EO value chain evolving?

Hardware manufacturers are
transitioning from capturing
images to selling value-added
services to be better
differentiate and stimulate
demand from early adopters
(Airbus, Planet, etc.)

Digital Giants have
successfully entered the earth
observation ecosystem –
offering their massive
computing capabilities and
investment in satellite data
and ground infrastructure
(Amazon, Google, Oracle)

Space segment evolution

Ground-segment evolution

Growing number of
independent geospatial
analytic providers are
maximizing their access to
data and market specific
analytics capabilities
(both vertical specific and
market agnostic)
(Bluesky Analytics, GHGSat, SatelliteVu,
HydroSat, CapeAnalytics, Ecopia AI, etc.)

Knowledge-services evolution
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Early/Niche adoption Full-scale adoption

Level of adoption

Earth Observation market evolution scenarios
Verticalized specialization
Verticalized
specialization
(2020-2030)

Market agnostic
”APIfication”
(2020-2030)

Often key vertical (industry) markets, such as oil & gas, energy,
construction, insurance, agriculture and environmental monitoring,
requires deep understanding of market specifics, as well as working
closely with clients to integrate analytics services into their
complex operational models. In such markets earth observation
based geospatial knowledge providers must leverage deep vertical
expertise and customer intimacy for success.

Market Agnostic “APIfication”
2019
2015
Fragmented

Consolidated

A wide range of simpler analytics functionalities, such as change
detection and identification of objects, allows provision of services
across a wide range of markets. For these types of services, we
foresee the emergence over the coming decade of generalist
players addressing a wide range of markets with highly automated
analytics. These players offer fully digitalized interfaces, which will
allow their clients to seamlessly integrate these services into their
own digital processes. In this model, the key success factor for
geospatial knowledge providers will be scale: their ability to
aggregate large volumes of demand and invest in best-in-class
digital capabilities.

Earth Observation market structure evolution
Source: Arthur D. Little
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Why the EO-based knowledge services industry is taking off?
RAW DATA

Increasing Volume of satellites (more than 800 satellites)
Investments in EO
satellites from a
growing number of
government agencies
Lower satellite
manufacturing cost
(nano-satellites)
Decrease in the cost
of launch
(small and reusable
rockets

Increasing performance of variety of sensors
Optical
sensors
(most widely
used)

Advanced Computing Capabilities
Enabled by Geo4IR

SyntheticAperture
Radar (SAR)

Artificial Intelligence/
Machine Learning

Hyperspectral
sensors (chemical
composition of
earth)

Cloud Computing

GNSS
reflectometry
(monitoring of
moving targets)

Multispectral

GIS and Spatial
Analytics

EO-based Geospatial Knowledge on Demand for National Priorities
(Agriculture, Forestry, Healthcare, Humanitarian Development, Construction, Water, etc.)

Thermal
sensors

Data Fusion
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Relevance of Earth Observation in the National Priority Paradigm
Statistics
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Public Policy Reforms
and Regulation

Regular and repeatable
observations

Education/Training
Cost-effective to
monitor remote areas

Partnerships and
Collaborations
Financial

Earth Observation
(Satellite,
drones/UAVs)

INTEGRATION

Geospatial
Information (from
other sources)

Source: EO4Society; Geospatial World
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Application of integrated earth observation knowledge in
thematic areas
Thematic Areas

EO-knowledge

Land
Administration

•

Create accurate and effective cost-effective maps and 3D models for land reclamation, change detection, 3D
models, and Digital Elevation models

Sustainable Cities

•

Integrated EO and GNSS dataset along with topography and cadastral dataset for urban mapping, infrastructure
monitoring to help plan and manage the services and structurers
Integrated EO-data with GNSS data with other fundamental datasets supports efficient traffic monitoring and
management and helps to understand the city’s growth dynamics and monitor the urban footprint.

•
Weather and
Disaster Resilience

•

EO-based knowledge services help in developing early warning systems, resilient infrastructure, plan financial
instruments, conduct impact and risk mitigation, weather event modelling and prediction, and real-time disaster
mapping

Sustainability and
Environment

•

EO-knowledge includes optimized energy system forecasting, smart meter enabled smart grids, data-driven
smart grids, solar and energy plant assessment, solar flare prediction, and carbon emissions-monitoring,

Sustainable Land
Use

•

Integrated EO-knowledge based products enables early crop yield prediction, precision agriculture, data-driven
farming, hyper-local weather forecasting and reduced losses in the supply chain.

…and many more

Application of Integrated earth observation knowledge for
Digital Twin Earth – Case Study European Space Agency
Digital Twin Forestry

Digital Twin Antarctica

Digital Twin Hydrology
Digital Twin Ocean and Climate
Hotspots
Digital Twin Ocean

Constantly fed with Earth observation data, combined with in
situ measurements and artificial intelligence, Digital Twin Earth aims
to help visualise and forecast natural and human activity on the
planet. The model will be able to monitor the health of the planet,
perform simulations of Earth’s interconnected system with human
behaviour, and help support European environmental policies.

Source: Netherlands Geolocation Economy Report, Geospatial World

Publicly Available Satellite Imagery Sources

USGS EarthExplorer
(LandSat/Sentinel/ISRO)

Sentinel Hub

Copernicus Open Access Hub

Landviewer

NASA Earth Data Search

Google Earth

…and many more
Source: https://eos.com/blog/free-satellite-imagery-sources/
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